Security Software Ltd is looking for cyber security operators (both trainees and experienced cyber security operators).

Our goal is to help customers maintain excellent working conditions by keeping their cyber facilities safe and problem-free. We are committed to provide IT security solutions for both private and public sector. Being a reliable and professional partner, our well-planned all-in-one software solutions, seamlessly functioning services, and on-site support grant our customers sense of security and peace of mind.

Job brief
We are looking for a security operator trainee as well as an experienced cyber security operator to undertake the surveillance of our customers IT systems, networks, servers, and operate the security measures of our customers. You will be responsible for detecting any suspicious network behavior and reacting accordingly. The ideal candidate needs to have a solid understanding of computer networks, a good knowledge of different IT systems from desktops to servers to services. Must be a quick learner and have a problem-solving mindset. As a cyber security operator, you will work with customer IT staff to coordinate security efforts.

Responsibilities
- Cyber incident handling and coordinating mitigation efforts
- Patrol system logs for threats
- Respond to alarms by investigating and assessing the situation
- Remove hackers, trespassers, and policy violators from network
- Work with customer IT staff to secure all endpoints, network devices, servers, services, and IoT
- Provide assistance to customer IT staff
- Submit periodic reports of surveillance activity and important occurrences

Soft skills & personality
- Sharp mind, act fast
- Investigative mindset
- Tech-savvy
- Dealing with uncertainty

Technical knowledge (work experience or studies)
- Networks – good understanding of how computer networks work
- Windows – basic administration skills
- Linux – basic administration skills
- Reasonable knowledge about firewalls, AV, and other common security measures (for experienced cyber security operators)

We offer
- A job that has an impact and that makes world a safer place
- Decent salary, depending on experience
- Flexible work schedule
- Really great team and team-events
- High-level trainings
- Opportunity to be involved in the company’s development

Come and apply when you see cyber security in your future! 😊
Please send your resume with cover letter to info@securitysoftware.com.